Campus Sustainability Leadership Program

**Dates:** June 23-27, 2014  
**Time:** 9:00am-5:00pm  
**Location:** UVM Campus, plus site visits  
**Registration Options:** Five day intensive non-credit professional certificate program.

**About the Program:**

We stand at a critical moment in Earth’s history; a time when humanity faces significant challenges and opportunities to redirect our course toward a sustainable and desirable future. Colleges, universities, and other institutions must play a critical role in this transformation, not only by training and educating future leaders and supporting researchers in the quest for applied solutions, but also by serving as models of innovative practices and sustainable systems, campuses, and communities. This weeklong course offers participants the opportunity to focus on this important challenge, expand their professional network, and learn from leaders in the field at UVM’s award-winning green campus.

The program will be led by Debra Rowe, President of the U.S. Partnership for Education for Sustainable Development, Co-Coordinator of the Higher Education Associations Sustainability Consortium, Senior Advisor for the Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education, Senior Fellow of Second Nature, and Professor of Sustainable Energies and Behavioral Sciences at Oakland Community College and the Consortium for Education in Renewable Energy Technology. **Will you join Debra Rowe and other leading innovators at UVM this summer and emerge as a sustainability leader for your campus?**

Imagine a day filled with new knowledge gained through presentations, lectures, site visits, group projects, networking, panel discussions and the sheer osmosis of context. Days are a combination of classroom time and excursions. Meals are for networking and peer-to-peer learning with participants, faculty and guest lecturers.

There’s no better place to learn about sustainability than Vermont. UVM’s physical location and size make it easy to be mindful of our natural assets. The university is situated on a hilltop cradled by Vermont’s Green Mountains to the east and Lake Champlain and New York’s Adirondack Mountains to the West. The spectacular summer setting of Burlington, Vermont – consistently ranked as one of the nation’s best cities for quality of life, the arts, and doing business – provides an ideal location for inspiration, insight, and immersion in creative thought led by recognized leaders in business and faculty at top-ranked University of Vermont (UVM). Like no other school, UVM leads the way in integrating green and environmentally responsible practices and has received numerous high rankings in ratings of green colleges by organizations and the state of Vermont has ranked at the top of “greenest state” lists for several years running.

**Who should attend?**

Leaders seeking to distinguish themselves by earning a Professional Certificate in Campus Sustainability Leadership and educators and administrators wanting to earn a professional certificate in one week this summer. Also, learn how to bring about change through transformative, financially sustainable innovations at your institution and help your campus become a model of sustainability.

**Fees:** Includes tuition, program materials, meals (coffee, breakfast & lunch each day), and site visits.

**Professional Certificate/non-credit:** $1,823
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